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RACING NEW�-

Formal racing round Cape Agulhas using The first night ·saw some good sailillg emphasis on the old adage that "a race is 
varying cou.nes has been organised by across Walker Bay. A gradually heading not won or lost until the finishing line is 
CASA ever since the first race took place In wind presented the option of a losing tack c,rossed ". Just as the most reliable met 
1955. In the first ,;ace the six entranm were out to sea or an eventual dead beat round forecast is that "it will rain or go dark before 
under bare poles and towing warps. In 1958, Danger Point in the morning. It seems that morning" so it is certain"that the five days 
of six entrants in a SE gale, four had .to one of the virtues of headlands is to enable after Boxing Day off Agulhas will produce a 
retire. 1962 was described by Bill Rabino• ,., boats briefly to meet up again, to be elat,ed gale or a calm; This year to the relief of the 
witz as "a hard gale-studded race" with only or depressed when they identify th11ir . o_f�dals and insurers and to the chagrin of
five stlt�n. 1969 was the next occasion neighbours whereupon they each, dep111rt the well crewed hard weather boats, Zeus 
when the Oeet, increased by the passage of from one another on their mysterious ways decided upon a calm. The leaders fell into a 
years to 18, sailed SimonsTown, Mossel and become lost over the horizon. The wimd hole around Agulhas for varying periods of 
Bay, Table Bay and 10 .boats retired In SE freed sufficie'ntly for Agulhas to be clear,ed time. For example the distance from Struys 
gales. Pintado beat her way all round the on one leg and during the second nig�t it Point to Quoin Point - 35 miles - was 
coune and took almost seven days. The year veered through SW to W of not more tlfat11 6 covered by Wesbank (4 hours): Voortrekker 
1974 and 1976 both provided their quota of knots for six hours. Dawn brings the usuial {JO hom:s SO minutes) Stormkaap (12 hrs 15 
severe gales and In 1977 one boa,t was false sightings. ls it Wesbank or is it mins): Nutcracker;, (12 hrs 45 m.ins) but 
dismasted from a sharp, gale at th'i taH end Tumbleweed? Aboard one black boat the thereafter they were able to sail home more
of the race.. 

' 
neighbours proved to be Figaro and p�rk free for a greater distance than the mid-fleet 

As the; 1979 race enjoyed light to who thereafter remained in company thl'o- arid tail enders who were headed by the new 
moderate winds throughout, the fleet of 27 ughout and crossed the finish line within NW light wind when .still eas.t of Hangklip. 
boats in the 1980 race (mindful of the light minutes of each other. It was a consid,erable achievement of 
weather Fatnet in 1977), were prepared,for A multi gybing approach in a 20 k�tot constant driving and triumph over adversity 
all weathers and fully expected a rough westerly was made to Cape St Blaize and at which gavethe major honours in this race to 
time. 

1 i 
the' turning mark; devotedly manned by the new two tonner, Sensation, designed by 

"Experience shows that the Agulhas race Simon Kramer (yacht Breezy) the first three Angelo Lavranos, owned by Neil Bailey and 
tends to favour the larger boat: Sundance boats on corrected time were Sensation, skippered by an international sailor of great 
Kid (D Abromowitz) 1976 being the classic Nutcracker and Bootlicker. renown from Ireland "and most welcome 
exception. As night falls on the first day they A feature of the Agulhas race 'is the····· visltor, Harold Cudmore. ,lll::�.:a,.. 
u�ually manage to interpose a headland Results:
between themselves and the smaller boats, CLASS I 
freeing off slightly to the new configuration 1. SENSATION N. Bailey/H Cudm1�re
of the land while the taH enders are slowly 2. NUTCRACKER D Mielke
beating in Walker. Bay . against the early 3. STORMKAAP L McGregQr
morning light wind swell. In spite of this 4. BOOTLICKER J. Whitehead'
inbuilt disadvantage, Kumaree 11 ( A L S. VOORTREKKER SA Navy/S J Reed
Lawrence and M Stephens), a UK registered POSITIONS IN FLEET (ON HANDICAP) 
Pioneer, was on the line making her fifth i. SENSATION
appearance in the race since her arrival in 2. NUTCRACKER
1973. . 3. STORMKAAP

The fleet of27 boats, ranging in size from 4. KITA.RA
the maxi sloop· Wes bank (R Glanville) to the 
Dogger class Tumbleweed (G S Baker), 
started in perfect conditions at noon on 
Boxing Day. Spectators lined the shore and 
were able to follow the close tacking duels 
through the afternoon even as far south as 
Slangkop. 

ft: touch ot drama was provided when 
Sensation (myner N Bailey, skipper H 
Cudmore) was suddenly seen to bear away 
down wind and rapidly drop her beads;iil. 
What was the problem? The forestay had 
parted at the bow and she was in imminent 
danger oflosing her mast. By a combination 
of ingenuity and hope for a lightweather 
race, a temporary repair was effected and 
the order was given that all hands were to be 
on watch until Nutcracker was overtaken. 

At Duiker Point, at Slangkop and again 
at Olifants Bosh Point, the erstwhile leaders / 

CLASS II 
L KITARA 

_2. PERLZIP 
3. WOODSTOCK
4, BRIGHT

WATERFOX 
5. KUMAREEII

··$) . 

P. Burke
A Herbert/ H Irla
A Biesheuvel.
E>. Harrowsmith/
J.Scl:l'ubert
A LAWRENCE/
S.M. Stephens

FIRST ON ELAPSED TIME 
WESBANK " SA567 

ran into frustrating fluky head winds and 
adverse currents and the middle of the fleet 
were .quick to see" the problems and 
capitalise their opportunities. Finally, as 
night fell, a SSE of 15/20 knots apparent 
wind came through, the intricacies of the 
South Westerly reefs, Anvil and Bellows 
Rocks were left behind and in the red sector 
of Cape Point light the offshore race got into 
gear. 

Under.her owner's wary eye Lee-McG1regor drives his 17m sloop .-.-u .......... ,o.n,.,� out 
sea during the'first stages of the 1980 Agnlhas race held from Table Bay to Mossel Bay. 
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